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Here are the key figures on
Zetland’s finances, which

companies like ours usually
keep secret_

29. november 2019 | 12 min.

DIRECTION?_ Last Friday, ten people walked into a studio where the temperature was 27 degrees. We
looked like this – no Botox and largely speaking no Photoshop (from the left, Sara Alfort, Mads Olrik,
Jonathan Tybjerg, Marie Carsten Pedersen, Mads Ellegaard, me, Tav Klitgaard, Kirstine Dons Christensen,
Andreas Thorsen og Thomas Hebsgaard). // Photo: Mikkel Bøgild Jacobsen

JAKOB MOLL
moll@zetland.dk
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Jakob Moll er især optaget af de psykologiske og

samfundsmæssige dynamikker, der fører til, at misforståelser

og fejlopfattelser spreder sig i samfund. Han er også Zetlands

direktør.

DERFOR SKAL DU LÆSE DENNE ARTIKEL

At the request of a member by the name of Lene, we have decided to open the doors and shed light on

how Zetland is doing – including our finances. Zetland’s membership-based business is not yet making a

profit, but after a good three years, we can see light at the end of the tunnel. We need about 3,500

members for our finances to balance... And so, we’ll soon be asking you members, for help.

O
NE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT VALUES for Zetland has always been
transparency. This applies in everyday life when we are telling you, our
members, about where the world is heading – we are convinced our

journalism is more reliable in your eyes when we are honest about our starting
points, open about our process and describe our doubts and mistakes.

Transparency is also an aim for us when it comes to Zetland as a medium. But
recently, we received a request from a member by the name of Lene – yesterday,
Editor-in-Chief Lea Korsgaard told us about a very speci�c question that Lene
also asked us to pose ourselves. You might consider , before
reading on. Anyway, Lene had a message for us: You could be more open.
Especially when explaining something important about Zetland’s prospects.

And those are what I will explain about now. Because a lot is at stake right now.

And from now on, we will be throwing the doors wide open.

As a director in a young, idealistic company, at least once a day you face the
question:  “Hey, how’s it going with Zetland’s �nances?”  “Good,” I answer,

“better than ever!” The precise answer is more complicated. Here it comes now,
Zetland members (… and of course: Welcome to any non-members. You are also
invited to read along). When you have read the following, Zetland’s future lies in
your hands. We will be asking you to help us out in the real world.

June 2019 is a nice time to give a snapshot of Zetland’s sustainability as a
company. As we explained ,the beginning of the summer
was a good period for Zetland. Following a modern election in the fast-paced
media is a rather chaotic experience, so we had prepared ourselves thoroughly to
o�er the opposite – an overview rather than breaking news, political substance
instead of betting on favourites, and all that. We crossed our �ngers that we were
hitting a tone that would resonate with potential members. We succeeded. 1,348
Danes chose to join Zetland in May, which is more than twice the number who
joined in January, which is apparently always an unusually slow month when

�nding the story

earlier this month

Here is the article/podcast from
yesterday: 
"You can shove you idealism, if you
can't �nance it." The story of how
Zetland is doing begins here.

*

*

https://www.zetland.dk/skribent/aoV3ddwm
https://www.zetland.dk/historie/s8yv5qjb-aoV3ddwm-917e5
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selling in-depth journalism. So, May 2019 was great. Here is the complete graph
of Zetland’s paying members ( ) since our launch in
March 2016:

It’s a good curve that, overall, is pointing in one direction. But to be honest: Back
when the editorial team’s kitchen wasn’t �nished and all the co�ee cups had to
be washed up in the bathroom, we had imagined a steeper curve. A curve where
every month resembled the election month more.

But there was plenty we didn’t understand at the outset. In 2018, we learned
something vital about those of you who choose to become members of Zetland at
a time when there is no shortage of news for anyone. When we asked in a large
member survey why you were members, almost all of you thought Zetland stands
for something that is essential. You perceive us, quite simply, as an idealistic
initiative that is worth supporting. That insight surprised us – and was also
something of a milestone for us. Our main goal with Zetland was always to
include more thoughtfulness and curiosity in public conversations that are
accelerating in the opposite direction, and in terms of that mission, our members
were behind us all the way. Statistically, thousands of other Danes must hope for
the same.

Provided they hear about what Zetland is �ghting for, naturally. Because from
the very beginning of the curve, our great challenge has been: being discovered.

minus a minor amount
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Lea Korsgaard wrote a short recap
on the election here.

The actual graph is somewhat
higher and includes company and
school memberships. Until last fall
we also had a few thousand
members that signed up through
their subscription with Telia.

*

https://www.zetland.dk/historie/soV7jnMD-aoV3ddwm-b4f3d
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HAHAHA_ At Zetland too, people laugh politely when the bosses think they are being funny. From the left
Mads Ellegaard, Lea Korsgaard, Kirstine Dons Christensen, me and Sidsel Hoe. // Photo: Lars Krabbe

ECENTLY, INTERNATIONALLY RESPECTED media analyst Thomas Bækdal
wrote an 
. He has previously ranked us as part of an international trend (there are

‘Zetlands’ in the Netherlands, Switzerland and Great Britain). He has a poetic
term for what we provide: a  “news oasis”.

“However, there is one problem with the news oasis model,” he added.

“It’s very hard to convince people to make that initial choice. Don’t get me wrong:
What I hear from everywhere is that once people have made the choice to
become a member of one of these services, the loyalty is usually very high
compared to other forms of media, and the churn rate is o�en low. But, that
initial stage of getting people to think about news in a new way is o�en hard. The
classic newspaper model is so deeply de�ned in people’s minds that if you tell
people they are going to only get one news story per day, many don’t feel (before
trying it) that they will be getting enough.”

That is Zetland’s greatest challenge. I would go as far as saying that this is our
only . Being discovered. We know from our members that
we are doing a lot right – among the best things about being at Zetland are the
enthusiastic mails and Facebook messages many people send us a�er being
members for a couple of days or weeks. We receive them every week and
sometimes you would think we were writing them ourselves under pseudonyms.
As member Helle Bækkelund Sørensen wrote earlier this month:  “I’m getting

exceptionally comprehensive analysis of Zetland as a medium

really big challenge

The headline of the article reads 

and Thomas Bækdal has given us
permission to share it with you.
Warning: Your should have a
substantial interest in Zetland to go
through the entire thing. The report
is long.

The Inside Look at Zetland’s Shi� to
Audio,

I promised Kirstine Dons, who
edited this article, to note, that
Zetland has PLENTY of challenges
– even they are of a lesser kind.

Exanmples: Some of our articles
are more di�cult to make sense of
than they have to be. Or more
boring. There has also been trouble
with the Android app lately.

*

*

https://baekdal.com/strategy/the-inside-look-at-zetlands-shift-to-audio/1492D3B5775D4606942E305021A43694F606F31B54DF87053B123424EA2BF786
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wiser every single day. Now that I’m commuting again, your podcasts have given
me comprehensive and well-structured perspectives every day in my little car.”

Many people, like Helle, enjoy listening to us – and many, it appears, only
discover this option a�er becoming members. And that brings us back to the
challenge of being understood in the world at large.

Members over 30 might recall that at one time we tried using TV commercials to
solve this challenge. It didn’t work. We still advertise on Facebook. That works
better. A bit. Out of all our attempts at marketing, only one works like a charm on
the curve every month. For the past year, Zetland has sponsored stand-up
comedian Michael Schøt (famous for being the only stand-up comedian who
makes jokes about the lack of clarity in the EU’s decision-making process). When
he explains why he is happy to be a member of Zetland, it makes people want to
try us out. At least one a day. Probably a lot of you reading this article discovered
Zetland because Michael recommended us.

SERIOUS MOMENT_ Important information: You don’t have to be bald and dressed in dark clothes to play
a role for Zetland. Baldies from the left: Hakon Mosbech, Torben Sangild, Thomas Hebsgaard and Mads
Nyvold. // Photo: Lars Krabbe

SO, WHAT IS the status a�er our upli�ing spring?

At the present time, Zetland has 10,470 paying members. Add to that the 3,316
household members (who are free) and… some other member categories. High
school members on school subscriptions, members taking a break, members
who have cancelled but their memberships are still active, members whose
bosses are paying etc. etc. It sounds like a simple question:  “How many are there
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right now in the Zetland community?” It isn’t. But 10,470 is the simplest
membership �gure to go by.

From 1 July something big will happen: Digital media will be exempt from VAT – 
that was the outgoing government’s very last decision, incredibly enough.
Zetland’s �nances will then be wonderfully simple, if you keep to the broad
outlines and big picture (and, as you know, this is what Zetland prefers). So, here
is the equation in round �gures:

Right now, our expenses are greater than our income – in other words, the
amount in our bank account is shrinking every month. If you spread out the
snapshot over a whole year, in round �gures, we have an income of DKK
1,300,000 a month and expenses of DKK 1,650,000. If we had 14,000 paying
members instead of 10,500, our expenses and income would balance.

I feel as if Zetland is close. I don’t know what you think.

Perhaps especially when you consider the following: Zetland gains many new
members every day. Almost every hour, in fact. 20 on a slow day (like last
Monday, for example), 30 on an OK day, over 200 when 

. But all the digital subscription businesses
have a downside: People also drop out. Some take a break, some move abroad,
some get a new credit card and take a while to update their payment information
(pro tip: change to MobilePay and annual membership). We lose about seven out
of 100 members every month. That is, incredibly enough, a very good number
when compared with other digital subscription businesses. Spotify’s is only 

.

In other words: We don’t need to welcome very many more members on a
Monday like that for the curve to point in the right angle.

There are currently two scenarios for our future.

Lea writes about Ghita Nørby-gate

slightly lower, for example

Either, within the next ten months, Zetland hurtles past the �nish
line – the point where income and expenses balance. In which case,
this will be one of the most important days in Zetland’s history. We
could move our focus from surviving to developing. Our Editor-in-Chief
once wrote a personal article about how hard it is to start a company
based on . For my part, the
fragility of membership-based businesses looms at the back of my mind
during my every waking moment. Shrugging o� that shadow would
make me happier than I can really put into words. We have drawers full
of ideas on how Zetland can be worth more for you members and gain
even more importance in the world at large. New formats, more
advanced functions for the app, more involvement, more pan-European
projects, more investigative journalism. Probably not all at once – but
the meeting where we �gure out where to begin will be a historic
moment. We might even have croissants.

1.

something as hopeless as journalism

Or we might not reach that point. Then we will be forced to do…
something. That might sound dramatic and would be, too. It doesn’t

2.

It really helsp if the boss is footing
the bill. Publishers whose
customers are companies (such as

the talented people at Altinget)
loses wa-a-a-ay fewer subscribers
in a typical month. Nice for them.

Admitted, yes, sometimes Zetland
charges head�rst into mainstream
breaking news – at least when 
we have something to say.

Lea's article was probably the most
vulnerable, an editor-in-chef has
ever made him- or herself in public.
The comments con�rmed that 
it was a good decision.

*

*

*

https://www.zetland.dk/historie/s8DP4qVw-aoV3ddwm-a9b09
https://www.zetland.dk/historie/se6Ead77-aoV3ddwm-abef1
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So those are the two scenarios. Here is our conclusion: We cannot address the
challenge we are facing here alone. Regardless of how much money we throw at
explaining about Zetland on Facebook, regardless of how o�en the Editor-in-
Chief shoehorns herself onto the TV show Deadline.

Here is our plan
We can only do it together with you members. On the positive side, the maths is
simple. If only every third Zetland member convinces one single acquaintance to
join us, we will achieve our goal.

In the spring of 2018, Zetland’s members invited 700 of their friends and
acquaintances on board as part of our �rst ambassador campaign. In August, we
will request your help again. The beautiful thing is, naturally, that you will not
just be helping Zetland. You will also be helping someone you know to think and
talk about major, exciting, topical issues. Here is a solid hypothesis: Somewhere
in Denmark, a man standing at a sink washing up is missing, without knowing
it, Torben Sangild telling him something about brain research.

Our goal is that together we can attract 1,400 new members – then we will be
about halfway to the �nish line. And this year, we are trying something new: You
will be allowed to pass on a trial membership to a recipient who can decide what
he or she wants to pay for the �rst month. Including zero kroner, and that’s not
much.

That was a story about Zetland’s prospects. Next week, I will be exploring the
subject in even more depth – we have also built an interactive surprise for you
members.

If you already know that you would like to help support Zetland’s survival in its
present form, please let us know (and answer a couple of questions) by clicking
right…

mean, by de�nition, that Zetland will have to close. We have come a
ng way with a di�cult task in a market under pressure, and your user

satisfaction as members is striking, also in an international context.
However, there is a relatively classic entrepreneur story that involves
otherwise successful start-ups running out of money and allowing
themselves to be bought up by larger companies. We know there are
interested parties are out there. But we also know that 

. It has helped us to preserve Zetland’s
principles and a signi�cantly di�erent course than others in our o�en
rudderless industry. Just to mention a single example: The openness
you are experiencing right now.

our independence is signi�cant

It should be mentioned that
Zetland already has a wide cicle of
ownership. A�er three capital
raises the founders (only) own
about 35 percent. The other 65
percent is shared beween nine
investors with an even larger grop
of individuals behind them. The
ownership has from day one given
unwavering support to the
founders' vision for what Zeland
should be.

Vil du anbefale artiklen til andre medlemmer?

ANBEFAL

*
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